2001 AWARDS for PRODUCT EXCELLENCE

HOSE OF YOU FROM THE MIDwEST AND EAST COAST might
not recognize Howard Custom Boats, but in the West, the
Howard moniker is well known. Based in Valencia, Calif.,
Howard has earned a reputation for creating impeccably
built river hot rods that deliver wicked performance.
For the 2001 model year, the folks at Howard raised the bar on
themselves by introducing a 28'-long, 8'4"-wide sport boat with
true offshore ability. Flawless construction and spirited performance
made the Howard 28 Bullet an easy choice for our 2001 Custom
Sport Boat of the Year Award.
With a single 470-hp Mercury Racing HP500EFI providing the
power, the 28 Bullet reached a fine-and-dandy top speed of 76.7
mph (we see Factory 1 offshore racing in this boat's future). It leapt
on plane in all of 3.5 seconds and kept right on accelerating until the
engine had no more power to give. In 20 seconds, the boat reached
60 mph. We found more to like about the 4,400-pound boat in
midrange acceleration tests, where it ran from 30 to 50 mph in 5.5
seconds and from 40 to 60 mph in 6.9 seconds.
The 22-degree modified V-pad bottom of the 28 Bullet boasted a
single step, a notch and four strakes. That design proved a winner in
handling drills, where the boat slashed and carved its way throUgil
most demanding slalom and circle turns. The boat's Jow-profile
enhanced its sure-footed, stuck-to-the-water feel in all turns. Not to
be overshadowed, tracking was dead-on.
Another attribute that could make the 28 Bullet the darling of
Factory I-class racing or hard-charging poker-run lovers is its open-

water virtuosity. The 28-footer dissected swells head-on, followed
them with ease and quartered to perfection.
Exceptional tooling was obvious in the flat deck and straight hull
sides of the 28 Bullet, which were devoid of any glitches. The boat's
in-gelcoat graphics were among the finest we scrutinized during our
2001 Performance Trials, and that's quite a statement given this
year's competition.
Like all Howard boats, the 28 Bullet cured in the mold for two
weeks. The boat was handlaid with mat from three-quarter ounce to
3-ounces, Baltek foam and end-grain balsa, Knytex 1708 bidirection
al knitted fiberglass fabric, 7 1/2-ounce cloth and vinylester resin.
Engine compartment rigging displayed exacting attention to
detail. The motor was installed with L-angles through-bolted to the
stringers and the standard transom assembly. Wires, hoses and
cables were routed appropriately and supported by stainless-steel
cushion clamps.
Avoiding appliance clutter, Howard went the straightforward
route with the 28 Bullet's cabin. That approach translated to a clean
space with a V-berth and facing lounges.
In the cabin, the 28 Bullet lacked for nothing. Bolsters without drop
out bottoms were provided for the driver and co-pilot. Three more
passengers could fit comfortably on the deep rear bench. Among the
finer helm-station amenities were Gaffrig gauges, a tilt steering wheel,
a Gaffrig throttle and shifter and a remote for the stereo.
Howard scored a hit with its 28 Bullet. For discerning sport-boat
buyers, this single-engine performer is on target.
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HULL INFORMATION
Deadrise at transom - - - - - - - : 2 2 degrees

Centerline
Beam
Hull weight

28'
B'4"
4.400 pounds
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Price as tested

$105.125

ENGINE & PROPELLERS

Engine
Mercury Racing HPSOOEFI
Cylinder type
V-8
Cubic·inch displacement/horsepower
5021470
Lower-unit gear ralio
1:~
Propeller
Mercury Bravo One 15 114" x 28'
STANDARD EQUIPMENT

Gaffrig gauges and conlrols. Ritchie electronic compass.
electric engine hatch. stand-up bolsters. nav lights. imerior
lighting, 40-ounce marine carpeting, stainless-steel Bravo
One prop, through-transom exhaust, Oino sleering wheel.
Ellis tandem trailer.
OPTIONS ON TEST BOAT
---Upgrade 10 Mercury Racing HPSOOER engine ($18,500).
IMCO dual-ram hydraulic steering ($3,300), Ellis custom
triple-axle trailer ($2.460), Sony premium sound system
($2,300), Bennett trim tabs ($1,050). sliding plexiglass
cabin door ($995). lab-finished Mercury prop ($795), VHF

radio with antenna ($785), cockpit cover ($675), under

swim-step emaust kit ($625), Bluewater drive-trim indica

tor ($575), Accon stainless Pop UI'!li cleats, hot/cold tran
som shower ($495), second hatch motor ($445), Perko
battery swilch ($295), retracting swim ladder ($295),
halon fire ex1inguisher ($255), digital depthfinder ($250),
interior grab handles ($195), Porta Potti ($125), drive
shower ($95), 12-volt receptacle ($80).
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In the 2- to 4-foot seas, it behaved, in the
words of our lead test driver "like a
much bigger" boat. The Bullet
impressed us with irs ability to knife
through swells and follow them with a
comfortable, nose-level attitude, always
landing softly. But it was most dazzling
in quartering conditions.
"We had 2- to 4-footers and a side
ways wind chop out here today," said
our lead test driveL "We were rWlning
full speed and the boat just danced across
all of it without any problems."
WORKMANSHIP

MANUFACTURER

Howard Cuslom Boats, Dept PB, 28113 Ave. Stanford.,
Vaiencia, CA 91355, (661) 257-9275, .Nlvlhowar!l
boals.com.
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few 38-footers.) With a filler cushion,
the lounges converted to a berth exten
sion. To starboard, a locker contained
a Sony Explode stereo with a six-disc
CD changer.
For rough-water bracing, the manu
facturer installed angled footrests for
ward of each bolsteL The co-pilot's sta
tion had no glove box (the cabin door
slides into the space behind co-pilar's
dash), bur it did have a grab handle and
two cupholders.
At the helm was a rut steering wheel,
with a Gaffrig throttle and shifter mount
ed on the gWlwale. All gauges were from
Gaffrig, and none were blocked from the
driver's view by the steering wheel.
Accessory switches were installed on the
ride side of the dash in an attractive
anodized alwninum panel. Also at the
helm were a depthsoWlder and a remote
control for the stereo.
Deep and comfortable, the rear
bench could accommodate three or
four people. Under the seat cushion,
which was held in place by hook-and
loop fasteners, was generous carpeted
stowage space, which could be used as
a supplement for the gunwale trays on
each side of the boa t.

We love the sleek look of a long, flat
deck and straight hullsides-if tooling is
perfect. If not, errors such as ripples,
waves and dimples stick out. The 28
Bullet displayed no such errors, and the
boat's in-gelcoat graphics were among
the best we saw during our 2001
Performance Trials.
Howard lays up every boat it
makes at its small plant in Valencia,
Calif., by hand, and that process
includes two full weeks of curing time
in the mold. Lamination materials
include matting from three-quarter
ounce to 3 ounces, Baltek foam and
end-grain balsa, Knytex 1708 bidirec
OVERALL
tional knitted-fiberglass fabric, 7.5
Howard specializes in crafting custom
ounce cloth and vinylester resin.
Engine compartment rigging for
river hot rods. The 28 Bullet is irs first
the 28 Bullet was first rate, and we got
foray into the offshore market. Turns
a close look ar it with the engine hatch
out the builder's aim is true, because
the 28 Bullet is as captivating and
raised on its electric screw jack. The
capable as any single-engine offshore
motor was installed with L-angles
boat we've seen in a long time. CD
through-bolted to the stringers and
the standard transom assembly. All
WORTH NOTING
wires, hoses and cables were routed
logically-out of harm's way-and
V I Ill' 2~ BIJlkt hI[ -h.-mph un
supported by stainless-steel
cushion
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Howard kept things smart, clean and
simple in the 28 Bullet's interior, and
that translated to a cabin with large V
benh, facing lounges and abundant
interior lighting. (We've seen less in a
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